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ABSTRACT 

In IoT, huge number of heterogeneous devices is interconnected which in turn is 

linked to global network through internet at anywhere and anytime, permitting to the 

information accessibility in real time.Taking the advantage of IoT, different devices can be 

connected to the internet and they can communicate with each other and also can exchange 

information. But as the number of devices connected to internet increases, the information 

guarantee about the security. Since the devices 

are connected to the internet, the information exchanged is at great risk of being stolen and 

modified.Towards ensuring a secure communication in IoT network, we have done research 

and develop a new trust management scheme based on different aspects. The developed 

mechanism is a composite metric assisted routing strategy which considers multiple metrics 

for the routing process in IoT. The entire work is done in three phases aiming at particular 

objective in each phase. 

 In the first phase, we propose a multi-context trust aware routing with an aim of 

providing network resilience to different attacks. This phase considered three metrics namely 

communication trust, energy trust and hop count and formulates a composite route metric 

through which every node can identify malicious nodes in its neighbors.  

The second phase aims at the reduction of storage overhead along with security 

provision. Towards this aim, we propose multi-context cluster based trust aware routing. This 

approach initially segments the entire network into different clusters and assigns the entire 

communication burden for cluster heads those are rich in resource availability. This approach 

also considers three metrics namely communication trust, nobility trust an data related trust 

for trustworthiness assessment.  

The third phase aims at the reduction of misclassifications and proposes a new trust 

evaluation strategy which considers the probability of packet forwarding capacity based on 

multiple factors. Under these multiple factors, the above mentioned trust evaluation metrics 

are considered along with basic characteristics of nodes such as buffer capacity, MAC layer 

information and residual energy status.  

The last phase builds a trust Sensing model by incorporating the intelligence at the 

selection of next hop nodes to forward the data in a secure manner. The intelligence 

introduced with the help of metaheuristic algorithm called as Chaotic Bumble Bee Mating 

(CBBM) Algorithm. For CBBM, the objective function is modeled through energy and trust 

and then it is optimized in an iterative way. 
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An extensive experimental validation is conducted at every phase and the 

performance is assessed through different performance metrics like Malicious Detection 

Rate, False Positive Rate, Packet Delivery Ratio, Packet Loss Rate and Storage Overhead. 

Moreover, the comparison with several existing methods proves the efficiency of developed 

methods.   


